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1. What is meant 
A full subcategory ~ in a topos ~¢ (all topoi in this paper are as originally 
defined, that is, are Grothendieck topoi) is an exponential variety if it is 
closed under the formation of subobjects, cartesian products and power-objects 
(Be ~ = P(B)=t2Be V). ~/is necessarily a topos, its inclusion functor is logical 
and has both adjoints. Given any object A e ~¢, the minimal exponential variety 
containing A may be constructed as the full subcategory of all subobjects that 
appear in the transfinite sequence recursively defined by P0 =A, P~ =P(~B<a Pa)" 
All exponential varieties o arise. V0 is called the well-founded part of d .  
Theorem. There is a boolean topos ~ such that for  every topos d there is a locale 
in ~ such that d appears as an exponential variety in the topos of ~-sheaves 
over ~.  .~ is boolean iff d is. 
In fact, we know of two such boolean topoi. Both of them arise as topoi of con- 
tinuous G-sets: given a topological group G, let fC(G) be the full subcategory of 
~o  of discrete sets on which G acts continuously. Note that if A is discrete and 
f :  G × A ~A is an action then f is continuous iff the stabilizer subgroup G a is open 
for each a e G. The family of open subgroups always forms a normal filter ~" (one 
closed under conjugation) and clearly ~'(G) depends only on ~'. Given a group G 
every normal filter so arises: simply take the filter as a neighborhood basis of 1. It 
is clear that re(G, ~') = ~(G/~ ~, ~)  and it is only a little less clear that ~'(G, ~r) = 
fg(t~, ~') where ~ is the completion with respect o the topology. Thus we may 
assume that G is a complete Hausdorf group of dimension zero. 
One group for which ~ = fC(G) works in the above theorem is the group of all 
permutations on a countable set topologized by pointwise-convergence. It has all 
sorts of dense subgroups. Among them are the group of permutations with finite 
supports and the alternating subgroup therein. There exist a pair of independent 
permutations that generate a dense subgroup, hence we may take ~ = fC(F2, ~') 
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where F 2 is the free subgroup on two generators and 6r is an indescribable filter. 
The other complete group for which we can prove the theorem is the group Aut(Q) 
of order-preserving automorphisms of the rationals. Aut(Q) also has a dense sub- 
group isomorphic to F2 and - in analogy with the alternating subgroup - we may 
find a dense simple subgroup. The alternating subgroup is torsion (indeed, every 
finitely generated subgroup is finite), Aut(Q) is torsion-free. It is not a TOG (totally 
ordered group) but the dense simple subgroup in question is. 
For any locale in any topos there is a topos of sheaves but rather than covering 
the issue in all of its glorious generality, we confine ourselves here to the case at 
hand. We wish to effect a marriage between continuous G-sets and sheaves over 
locales. 
Suppose ~ is a locale, that is a complete lattice (whose elements - in honor of 
the topological origins of the subject - will be written in upper-case) satisfy the 
distributivity condition: un U v/= U (uo  1,I,.). We may define an ~-sheave as a set 
! together with a binary operation I × I~-~ whose values will be denoted [i =j ]  e ~,  
satisfying the axioms [i = j ]  C [j  = i] and [i =j]  n [ j  = k] c [i = k]. We may think of 
[i =j]  as the 'extent o which i is equal to j " .  We do not require reflexivity, instead 
we define/~/i as [i = i] and think of it as the 'extent o which i exists'. (Consider the 
case in which ~ is the lattice of open subsets of time and I is the set of 'observed 
particles'.) A relation from I to J is a function R : l× J -~ whose values will be 
written iRj, satisfying the axioms: iRjC Yi N ~//and [i = i'] n (i'Rj') N [j '  =j]  c iRj. 
We compose as if relations were matrices: i(RS)k = Uj (iRj njSk). (The necessary 
and sufficient condition for associativity is the distributivity condition.) Define R o 
by jR°i=iRj  and define RcR"  by iRjCiR~j. If Et is the endorelation on I such 
that iEii'= [i = i'] then the conditions on [= ] are precisely that E I is a symmetric 
idempotent and the conditions on R are precisely that EzREj =R. The identity 
morphism on I is E/. 
R is a map iff EtCRR ° (everywhere defined) and R °R c E j  (well-defined). 
Hence R is a map iff ~/i C Uj  iRj and (iRj) N (iRj') C [j  =j ' ] .  The category of maps 
easily satisfies Giraud's characterization f topoi and ~ reappears as the lattice of 
subterminators and the subterminators generate, justifying our notation Sh(~) for 
this category. 
Given a group G and an action G--*Aut(~) we may easily repeat he construction 
with the following modifications: I is a G-set; [a i= tri'] = a[i= i'], triRaj= tr(iRj). 
Given a topology on G we may further equire that I be a continuous G-set in order 
to obtain a category denoted Sh~(o)(~). 
The theorem asserts the existence of a locale in ~'(G) but in the description above, 
.~ is a locale in S °a. Let .~ C.~ be the sublattice of elements which have open 
stabilizers. For any relation appearing in Sh~(c)(~), including the relations of 
equality, it is the case that iRj ~ ~. (If, for example, 0 and 1 are the only elements 
with open stabilizers then Shce(a)(~)= fC(G).) ~ is a lattice in ~'(G) and as defined 
therein, it is complete, f#(G) is coreflective in if, a: the coreflection of A e 5 ac is the 
subset A cA  of elements with open stabilizers. The coreflection functor is a 
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geometric morphism and, in fact, that is quite enough to show that ~ is a locale 
in ~'(G). It is worth, however, making a special argument: the power-object of 
A e ~'(G) may be constructed by first constructing the power-object in SaG and 
then coreflecting; the power-object in Sac is just the set of subsets of A with action 
defined as translation, aS= {as [se S}; hence P(A)e ~(G) is the set of subsets of 
A which are invariant under the action of some open subgroup. 
A lattice [L in any topos is internally complete if there exists a map P ($)~ fl_ that 
delivers least upper bounds. Hence [k e ~(G) is complete iff  there is a least upper 
bound for every subset of ~ which is invariant under the action of an open 
subgroup. It is clear that if ~ is complete in Sac then its coreflection ~ has this 
property. Note that for any Heyting algebra, IH e f#(G), we may construct its com- 
pletion, IA e Sac, as the set of closed ideals (subsets which are hereditary down- 
wards and closed under the formation of any unions that may exist). IH is complete 
in ~(G) iff IH = I~. 
(For a direct construction of power-objects in Sh~<o)(~ ) let I be an ~-sheaf  and 
construct its power-object in Sh(~) as the set of functions from I to ~ which have 
the property that f(i) n [i = i'] =f( i ' )  o [i = i'] all i, i e I. Define [ f=f ' ]  as the largest 
element in ~ such that [ f=f ' ]  Of(i) = [f - - f ' ]  Aft( i)  all i e I. The universal relation, 
9, is defined by evaluation: f~  i =f( i ) .  Given an action of G on I we define af  by 
(af)(i) = a(f(a-li)). Given a topology on G and a continuous G-set I we may con- 
struct its power-object in ~(G) by throwing away all functions except those for 
which {a[ af} is open.) 
Our chief motivation for the theorem was Fourman's paper in which he shows 
that for any topos o~' and object A e a¢ there is an interpretation of ZFA 
(Zermelo-Fraenkel with urelements), to wit, an assignment to each sentence of a 
truth-value in Sub~(1). The interpretation depends only on 7/ACa~. Hence the 
theorem shows (as, in fact, Fourman conjectured) that all such interpretations arise 
from Shg<c)(~ ) for various ~.  The fact that one group can suffice is a surprise, 
though foreshadowed by Cohen's proof. 
2. Two standard theorems 
Ordinarily one does not bother to state standard theorems but we have been 
unable to find a reference (even in folklore) for the first and have not yet published 
the reference for the second. 
Given a small category A (full or not) in a topos ~ '  when does the induced 
topology on/A yield an equivalence ,~t = Sh(A)? By the induced topology we mean 
that { f / :A~B} is deemed a cover in/A iff it is a jointly epimorphic family in d .  
Regardless of whether or not this definition of cover satisfies the usual axioms we 
can define Sh(/A)C SaA0 as the full subcategory of functors which satisfy the usual 
axioms for sheaves. When does the Yoneda representation ,~f: d~sa  A° yield an 
equivalence ~ = Sh(/A)? 
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A clear necessary condition is that the objects of/A form a generating set (else 
is not faithful). I f  o¢ is also full we are, of course, done. We say that A is a 
generating subcategory if: 
GS 1: The objects of/A form a generating set. 
GS2: For A, B ~/A, f :  A-~B ~ ~ the set of  maps {g ~ d lgf~/A} is a cover of A. 
These are the necessary and sufficient conditions for ,a' = Sh(/A). 
I f  A is a generating subcategory and if A'  is a full subcategory of A then A'  is 
a generating subcategory iff for every B ~ A the set of maps of the form f :  A ~B,  
A e A'  is a cover of B. 
Given a site A and an exponential variety 7/C Sh(A) let -- be the congruence on 
/A defined by f=-f" iff Tf= Tf" for all T~ 7/'. Then T is an exponential congruence, 
that is: 
ECI:  I f  {g lg f -g f '}  is a cover, then f - f ' .  
EC2: I f  f=- f ;  then {glHg,=_gg'f=gf'} is a cover. 
Then for T~ Sh(A) it is the case that T~ W iff T(f)  = T(f ' )  all f - f ' .  Conversely, 
every exponential congruence yields an exponential variety. 
3. Sites for sheaves 
Given a topological group G and a locale 5e e Se c let C be the category whose 
objects are pairs (U,H> where 0#:UEge and H is an open subgroup such that 
HCGu. The maps from (U;  H ' )  to (U, H)  are named by elements y~G such that 
U'C yU and H 'C  yHy -~. y and y' name the same map iff yH= y'H. Composition 
is defined using the group's multiplication. A collection of maps {yi:(Ui, Hi> ~ 
(U ,H)}  is defined to be a cover iff [.Jy71Ui = U. 
Theorem. Sh~(o)(~) =Sh(C). 
Proof. It suffices to exhibit C as a generating subcategory of Sh~(o)(£ p) so that the 
induced topology is as described. For each ( U, H)  ~ C define K( U, H)  to be sheaf 
whose elements are the left-cosets of H with [all=fill] defined as either aU or O 
depending on whether or not al l=f i l l  (yes, otH=flH implies aU=flU). 
Before describing K(y) let I and J be an arbitrary pair of sheaves and suppose that 
f :  I~ J  is a function of G-sets such that [i= i'] C [f(i) =f(i')] all i, i 'eL  Define the 
relation f by i)~ = [f(i) =j] f'l 3 i. Then one may easily show that f is a map. Given 
y : (U ,H ' )~(U,H)  define ~ :K (U ;H ' )~K(U,H)  to be the function that sends 
all" to ayH. Verify that [aH'=flH']C[ayH=flyH] and define K(y)=~. K is a 
faithful embedding of C into Sh~(c)(*ff). 
For any (U, H> e C and any y e G it is the case that y:(yU, ),Ha-l) ~ (U, H) is 
an isomorphism in C. Any sieve, therefore, on ( U, H)  is determined by the dements 
of the form 1 : ( U; H '  )--+ ( U, H)  (note that necessarily U'C U and H 'C  H).  Hence 
a sieve covers (U, H> iff it contains a family { 1 : ( Ui, Hi) ~ ( U, H)} such that 
Uv,=u. 
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If R is a relation from K< U, H)  to any sheaf I then R is determined by the func- 
tion, ZR, from I to ~ that sends i to (1H)Ri (because (aH)Ri=a((H)Ra-l i)).  
Given K(1)" K( U, H ' )  ~K(  U, H)  then Zrl o R sends i to U'f) ZR(i), which is quite 
enough to show that the induced topology on the image on C is as described. 
We need only verify the two defining conditions for generating subcategories. For 
GS1 let R1, R2 : I~ J  be distinct relations. We seek a map F :  K( U, H)  --*I such that 
FoRI=-FoR2 . Let i,j be such that iRlj:/:iR2j. Let U=~t i and H=Gi. Define the 
function f :K (U ,H)~I  by f (aH)=ai .  Then, for k=l ,2 ,  it is the case that 
XfoRk(j)=iRkj • 
For GS2 let R describe a map from K(U,H) to K(U' ,H')  and define Ua= 
)CR(otH'). Using just the fact that R is everywhere defined (in particular that U= 
Uo, (H)R(aH)) we know that U u~ = u. Hence the family { 1 : ( U a, H)  --, ( U, H)  } 
is a cover in C. The compositions K(Uu, H)  K(O,K(U,H) R-~K(U;H ') are of 
the form K(a). [] 
Our remarks in the last section on full subcategories of generating subcategories 
allows a corollary: if [13 C~ is a basis then the full subcategory of C of objects 
(U, H),  Ue 13 is still a generating subcategory. If ~r is any neighborhood basis for 
1 in G then a further application ion yields that the full subcategory of objects 
(U,H), U~ ~3, He~ is still a generating subcategory. We state a further refine- 
ment specifically tailored to our needs. 
Corollary. Suppose GoDG1DG2D... & a neighborhood basis of  1 in G and sup- 
pose ~3 is a basis for ~. Let C'C C be a full subcategory such that for every 
(U ,H)eC,  Ue~3 there exists GnCH such that (U, Gn) eC'. Then Sh~(a)(~)= 
Sh(C'). [] 
4. The proof of the main theorem 
Given a topos d let J be a progenitor, that is, an object whose subobjects 
generate, let 5 be the skeletal category of finite sets: its objects are finite ordinals. 
Let 5 ° ~d be the functor which sends n to the n-fold cartesian power of J. Let/A 
be the category whose objects are non-zero monomorphismss of the form A>--~J n 
and whose maps are commutative squares of the form 
A> )jm 
B> ) jn 
where f is a monomorphism in §. 
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As defined, /A is not a small category but is clearly equivalent o one. Let 
F : /A - - ,d  be the forgetful functor. We will assume that/A has been replaced with 
a skeletal subcategory to that F is one-to-one on objects. Let - be the congruence 
on A induced by F and let/A/-= denote the image of F. 
Lemma. A / -  is a generat ing  subcategory  o f  o¢. 
Proof. By definition of progenitor, the objects of/A/---- form a generating set. For 
GS2 let ul "A  ~-~ jm, u2. B ~ jn be objects in/A and let g" A--,B be a map in d .  It 
suffices to find an epimorphism h 'C~A,  a monic v" C>--, J  p and commutative 
squares 
C)  
A> 
, jp  
, jm 
C> ' JP 
1 
B> , jn 
where f l  and f z  are monics in 5. Let C=A,  h=l  A, p=m+n,  V=(u, gu2>, and 
f l " m ~ m + n, f2  " n ~ m + n be the obvious insertions. [] 
It strikes us as noteworthy that every topos has a locally finite generating sub- 
category. 
We understand the topology on/A to be that which is induced from the topology 
on /A / - - .  
Lemma. - is an exponent ia l  congruence  on A .  
Proof .  
A ) " 
B> 
u 
jm A > , jm 
, j ,  B> , j ,  
iff u o j f=  u o jg .  It is clear that EC1 holds. For EC2 we let 
f 
n ~m 
1 
m ~r 'P  
be a pushout in §. Then 
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j p  ~ jm 
,[ 1, 
jm , jn 
J 
is a pullback in a¢ and there exists v':A---,J p such that v 'o f i=vo J f ,  
v 'O J f=vo J  g. Clearly (1A, JS)--(1A,JJ?). [] 
Let G be the group of finite-support permutations on the finite ordinals 
topologized by pointwise convergence. The yon Neumann convention that n -  
{0, 1, 2, m, n -  1 } allows two interpretations for the notation G,,. We mean, here, 
that Gn C G is the set of permutations that fix the first n ordinals. The descending 
chain GoD G~ D GzD "-- is a neighborhood basis of 1. We seek a locale ~ e 5 °c and 
a generating subcategory in Shg(a)(~ ) isomorphic to/A. 
Let 0--*1-,2~3--,--- be the sequence of canonical inclusions in ~, let 
_..,j3__,j2 ...~jl _...~jo be the induced sequence of projections in ~ '  and let Sub(J°) -* 
Sub( J1)~Sub( j2)  ~. . .  be the sequence obtained by inverse-imaging. We view the 
last sequence as lying in the category of Heyting algebras and define IH as its colimit. 
let Z', the nth symmetric group and note that the canonical inclusions yield a se- 
quence .So-~'~V'l-~z~2-* " ' "  in the category of groups with G as its colimit. Since 
Z,=Auts(n)  we obtain an action of 2;, on jn and consequently on Sub(J") and 
hence G acts on IH. 
Any object in IH is named by a monic (A~J  m) e/A. Clearly the stabilizer of an 
element in IH named by A ~ jm contains the subgroup Gin, hence IH may be viewed 
as a Heyting algebra in ~(G). Whether IH is complete in ~(G) is of no matter. We 
let ~ be its completion in ~a and note that IH is a basis for ~.  Let C be the site 
for Sh~(c)(~) as described in the last section and let C'C C be the full subcategory 
such that (U, G,) e C' iff U is named by a monic into jn. By the corollary at the 
end of the last section it now suffices to show that C' is isomorphic with A. 
Define T: C'--,/A as follows: T(U, Gin) =(Ak'-~J m) where Ak-~J m names Ue IH; 
given 7 : ( U, Gin) ~ (U', Gn ) let T( U', Grn ) = (B ~ jm). Gm C YGn Y- ~ implies that 
7[n is a function whose image lies in m and we obtain a monomorphism f :  n ~m.  
UCyU' implies that A>--*J m is contained in (JY)-I(B) and we obtain acom-  
mutative square 
A> 
B)  
, jm 
jn 
that is, a map in/A. [] 
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5. The other groups 
Let 2~,o be the group of permutations on the finite ordinals with the pointwise- 
convergence topology. A subgroup H is dense iff for every monomorphism f "  n---, 09 
there exists yeH such that y In =f .  It is thus clear that the subgroup of finite- 
support permutations and the alternating subgroup therein are dense. 
Let Aut(Q) be the group of order-preserving permutations on the rations. We 
may repeat he construction of the last section with the following modification: let 
A C~ be the subcategory of order-preserving maps between finite ordinals and 
define /A~ C/A to be the subcategory in which the notation JY is understood to 
mean that f~A.  The proof that (AA)/-- is a generating subcategory needs no 
change. The proof that -= is an exponential congruence also needs no change as long 
as it is understood that the diagram 
f 
/7 ~m 
m y ,p  
must lie in d and be a pushout in ~, A is equivalent to the category whose objects 
are finite subsets of the rationals and whose maps are order-preserving functions. 
We let QoCQICQ2C"" be a sequence of sets such that [Qnl =n, [.JQn=Q and let 
GoDG~D--- be the sequence of subgroups defined by Gn=(Aut(Q))Q. Then the 
Gn'S form a neighborhood basis for the topology of pointwise convergence. Define 
IH as the colimit of Sub(J0"). 
~(~rn) and ~'(Aut(Q)) are not equivalent categories: every linearly ordered object 
in the first is a copower of 1 but, in the second, Q with the canonical action is ob- 
viously both linearly ordered and not a copower of 1. (Can G be recovered from 
fC(G)? The answer is certainly es if G has a countable neighborhood basis.) 
The free group on two generators appeas as a dense subgroup of both 27~o and 
Aut(Q) and the construction for the two cases is almost he same. First, replace Z'n 
with Z'Q the group of all permutations on Q. We seek independent permutations s, t 
that generate dense subgroups. Let s, in both cases, be the shift-function: 
s(x) =x+ 1. The positive and negative halfs of Q will be dedicated to different asks: 
t I Q-  will be defined so as to insure density, t lQ + to insure independence. 
Of course, t can not be the same for the two cases. For Aut(Q), t] Q-  must have 
the property that for any order-preserving f :  Qn "" Q there exist/, m e Z such that 
t(x+l)+m=f(x) for all x~Q,.  For X O, t[Q- must have the same property with 
the words 'order-preserving' removed. It is clear that there is an automorphism on 
Q- ,  in each case, with the desired property. 
t lQ + can be the same for the two cases. First, t(n) = n for all integers n_  O. Let 
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F2 be the free group on two generators. F2 is a TOG and its total ordering is a 
dense ordering (in any TOG, if there are no elements between x and y then x- ly  
is central). Let F2=(0, 1) be an isomorphism of ordered sets. It establishes a
free-group structure on (0, 1) which we denote by x o y. Let a, b e (0, 1) be indepen- 
dent elements (e.g. a pair of generators). For n_0 ,  xe(0,1)  define t (n+x)= 
n + a" o b o a-n o x (where, a n, of course, is to be understood as a o a"-  1). 
For a totally ordered dense simple group in Aut(Q) replace Q with the dyadic 
rationals and consider the subgroup of piece-wise linear permutations which have 
a finite number of pieces and which have bounded support. It is clearly dense. For 
its simplicity and togginess see the paper on splitting homotopy idempotents 
(available by request since April 1979) by Freyd and Heller, wherein the group is 
called F'. 
6. Two limiting examples 
If IH e ~'(G) is boolean then its completion ~ e S aG remains boolean. This is not 
true for any other proper variety of Heyting algebras. Let G be the group of 
homeomorphisms of Cantor space. We topologize G by combining uniform and 
point-wise discrete convergence: HC G is open iff there exists a finite subset X and 
a finite power of ½ such that {f ] f lX= 1mlf(x)=x[ <(½)n} cH (we are using the 
metric induced by the traditional embedding of Cantor into Real). Let ~ be the lat- 
tice of open subsets of Cantor space, with the obvious G-action. The coreflection 
e ~(G) consists of those open sets which are obtainable by removing a finite 
number of points from an open set that is closed. The completion of ~ is ~ (the 
necessary and sufficient condition: ~ in both a basis and a cobasis for ~) .  Every 
countable Heyting algebra can be embedded in ~7, hence ~ satisfies no equation 
other than those satisfied by all Heyting algebras. On the other hand, if we localize 
at any point x that is, if we consider two elements of ~ to be congruent if they 
meet some neighborhood of x in the same way, we obtain the three-element Heyting 
algebra. ~ is embedded in the product of all such localizations. Any non-boolean 
Heyting algebra contains a three-element subalgebra, hence ~ appears in every 
variety other than the degenerate and the boolean variety. 
We can not easily drop "exponential variety" from the statement of the main 
theorem: there exist topoi which are not of the form Sh~(c)(-~). The generating 
subcategory constructed in section three has the left-cancellation property and it suf- 
fices to exhibit a topos with no such generating subcategory. Let M be the multi- 
plicative monoid with two elements 0 and 1. Suppose A were a generating 
subcategory for ~M. GS1 implies that for any M-set B and element y e B there ex- 
ists A e/A such that y appears in the image of some map A---,B. In particular there 
must exist an epic A ~M where A e/A and M is the regular representation. M, of 
course, is projective, hence there exists an idempotent, A-*A whose image consists 
of two points x and 0x. GS2 allows us to find f ' :  B ~A e/A with the same image. 
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Let g':B-~A be the map with constant value 0x. GS2 says that there exists 
h:C~Be/A  such that Im(hf') still has two points and hg'e/A. We thus have 
f, g : C-~A e A such that the image of f is {x, 0x} and the image of g is {0x}. Let 
G~G be any constant map, and use GS2 once more to find a constant map 
k:D ~C~/A.  Then clearly kf= kg and/A does not have left-cancellation. 
